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BREAK FREE
Time for a little change from the
everyday. Break free and
experience euphoria Calvin
Klein, an addictive fragrance
with exotic fruits, seductive
black orchid and a rich, creamy,
signature. Available at fine
department stores.

STRONG,
BEAUTIFUL HAIR
Take the CLEAR SCALP &
HAIR BEAUTY THERAPY ™
7 Day Scalp & Hair Challenge,
and get stronger*, more
beautiful hair in just 7 days.
Share your results for chances
to win product and prizes.
facebook.com/clearhaircare
*Due to less breakage upon combing vs.
non-conditioning shampoo

SET THE TONE
Younger-looking skin? Sounds
pretty fab. Palmer’s® Cocoa Butter
Formula® Eventone® Dark Spot
Corrector is a concentrated
pigment-perfector, formulated
with key skin-lightening
ingredients to visibly correct dark
spots, age spots, post acne scars
and discoloration for a more
luminous, even skin tone. Check
it out at www.palmers.com.

W H AT ’ S YO U R
F L AV O R ?
Be sweet. Be bold. Be whoever
you want to be (because
whoever you are just happens
to be pretty fantastic). With new
zero-calorie Crystal Light Liquid,
you can flavor your water the
way you like it for customized
taste, delicious flavor and no
guilt. For Every Shade of You.

REQUIRED READING: BLEEDER
Once you start reading Bleeder, the new memoir from first time author Shelby Smoak, you’re very likely to miss
your next train stop, urgent phone call, doorbell—what have you. It’s that good. Shelby tells his own personal story of
growing up struggling with hemophilia and then finding out on his 18th birthday that he is HIV positive due to a tainted
transfusion in the 1980s. It’s one part medical nightmare, and many parts smart, funny and beyond hopeful. Snap it up.
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